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rising would be opposed at once by the other extremist party
and the armed forces of the state would have the hearty co-
operation of all property owners and men of goodwill in sup-
pressing both. If the worst came to the worst the choice was
between a mild military dictatorship—for that was what a presi-
dential dictatorship meant—now, or a much less mild dictatorship
after a nasty period of bloodshed and destruction.
Schlcichcr's plan was to eliminate the period of bloodshed;
he took it as axiomatic that an uncontrolled National Socialist
dictatorship was as undesirable as a Communist one so far had
the apostle of Right unity travelled; what he did not foresee was
the possibility of that controlled one which was being busily
prepared. He did not anticipate any trouble. If there was he
relied on public opinion and on the Rcichswehr; it is certain that
before he went to the palace he had the definite promise of support
in any eventualities of the Rcichswehr officers.
It was on the Rcichswehr that his appeal to the President
failed. The old marshal regarded that force as his special province;
it was the bodyguard of the commonweal of Germany of which
he was the visible symbol* and it must never be brought into
politics until a definite danger was present which put that com-
monweal into definite jeopardy. To the President the general's
plan was not merely to make the Rcichswehr meddle with politics
but to make it the basis of government, to set it against the nation,
to commit the final outrage on the constitution. After all the
special pleading of the Landbund and its allies, he could not
accept Schleicher's view that the country would approve and rally
to him. The horrible picture they had drawn of Schleicher's
revolutionaryism came back to him. It was not from the nation
that he hoped for support but from the Left and that showed
how dangerous he was., for the Socialists were becoming less
amenable., less respectful than the worthy Hermann Mueller; they
were at long last remembering an ancient fighting revolutionary
tradition. What a prospect! Reichswehr and Reichsbanner against
the new nationalism, against the old, against the Prussian tradition
with Russian Communism as a tertius gaudensl The old3 old
senseless vision*

